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INTRODUOTION 

The problem of measu-ring · the acoust~cal properties of materials 

h,as been one o~ academic interest for JDall1' years but a great deal 

or attention had not been given it in a oonmeroial W8.'1'. until Sabine 

in 1895 so successfully applied the principles ot sound transmission, 

1-etleetion and absorption to the problem or correcting the acoustical 

properties of auditoriums. Re develope~ an equation involving the 

absorption given,. and, with othar .measurable data taken trom any l'Oom. t

the area of suoh g1v3Il materiul nsoessa.ry to be applied :f'.or correct-

ing aD1' faulty acoustical condition could be calculated directly. 

Imm.ediately there arose the· question ot how to measure these 

absorption coattioients accurately and at the same time in a simple 

direct manner. 

All the ll8thods that he.Ye been devised tor the :purpose ot· measur-

ing the coefficients of sound absorption of materials may be grouped

under two main. olassifioa.tions. 

(1) Reverberation method. 

(2) Standing wa~e, or tube method. 

However, Watson (*) is responsible for a method by which the coeffi-

cient of absorption was measured by putting a fairly' large sample 

of the · test material in place as part of a wall structure and, b7 use

ot suitable apparatus, directing sound against it at different angles end 

then by a suitable picklip apparatus testing the intensity ot the sound 

as refleeted, thus gt.ving the necessary- data for calculating the per-

cent of energy of the sound absorbed. 

(*) "Acoustics of Buildings." . 
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THE REVERBERATION ME?HOD. 

In th.a reverberation metbod observations are made upon the time 

ot. deoq of sound intensity in a room aner the room has been "tilled" 

with sound; or. until the sound has reached its maximum. .loudness for 

that source. In other words. as sound is ted ill.to a room at a det1n1ta 

rate, the energy densi t7 or the sound. present reaches a max1nnnn, stable 

· condition; where energy is absorbed . rapidly ·enough to keep the oondi-

'bions in. equilibrium. Then, upon shutting oft . the source ot sound• the 

energy dies out ex.ponentially and th.a time required f'o:r it to reaoh 

10-6 of its maximum. intensity 1a taken as the reverberation time. It 

wa.a found by Prot-. w. c. Sabine that this value of residual sound waa 

about the threshold· 1ntenm. ty tor the average .Person. The relationship 

between reverberation time and absorptio»: coei'tioionta with the volume 

. of th~ ro~:m is mown in the .equation . a t = .16 v where !. is the volume 

of th.a room, ! is the reverberation time and.!. the total abeorptin,t 

power ot the surfaces. exposed in th.a· room. 
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Perhaps the greatest argument in favor of the reverberation 

method is that by this treatment maasuremen ts are made with the 

sound incident at all angles, whereas by the ~ube methods the sound 

is incident perpendicular to the surface of the absorbent material. 

E. T. Paris (1) developed a striking equation for solving tor the 

absorption. coefficients at varying angles and :round that the absorption 

coefficient ~sOW1d-k-oi~en:1; changed very materially with· the angle. 

The variation is sham in the graph sketched in Fig. l, on page 2. The 

material tested was a piece of acoustic plaster made by'. a London firm 

and, as the gra~ mows, the coefficient of absorption varied .trom • 28 

at norm.al incidence to • '16 at 83 · degrees from which value 1 t rapidly 

dropped to zero tor grazing incidence. This curve was built up by- cal-

culation from an equation set up from data taken by a tube method. 

Since the tube method measures absorption at normal incidence only, it 

appears that, if the above findings are correct, all. values ot absorp-

tion coefficients obtained by the tube method should be found to be much 

lower than those measured on the same material by the reverberation 

method. 

The main disadvantage of the reverberation method has been that in 

measuring the absorption coefficients of any material a rather large 

sample----several square yards----ware needed in a room. Another ob-

jection is that in measuring the reverberation time the matter ot indi-

vidual judgement enters in to a large extent. Dr. Wallace Waterfall, 

ot the Celotex Corporation, is reported to ha~ imt these two objections 

in a very satisfactory way but details of his method are not at hand. 

(l} Proo. Roy. soc. No. 115, P.418. 



~e only' serious objection to the tube method is the possibility 

that values determined by this method might be so consistently lower 

· than values found by the reverberation method as to make them of small 

value in a pract1ca1 wa7; 1hlle, on the other hand this method ia 

simple and direct of application and requires a relatively small sample 

of the material tor a test. 

In the tube method themmple under test is used as a stop to 

close the end ot a tube in which standing waves are set up from sane 

constant murce ot sound, end then, by appropriate measurements data 

is obtained from which the absorption coefficients may be easily' com-

puted.

THEORY OF THE TOBE MJrimD 

The theor1 of the tube method as mrked out b1 H. o. Taylor (1) 

is as follows:-

The coefficient ot absorption of sound is a tunotion ot the intensity 

ot sound and therefore of the square of the amplitudes of tb.e progress-

ive and the ref'leeted waves. AS shoe in Fig. 2, if' the waves 1n a 

resonance tube reflects tran a perfect reflect 1ng surface the amplitude 

of the reflected wave will be equal to that of the progressive wave 

and there will be a series of points ot zero amplitude, or nodes, and 

intern.odes where tha amplitudes add. . It, however, an absorbing material 

is put in place ot the reflectipg surface the amplitude of the retleoted 

wave is· decreased so that nowhere is there complete concellation of the 

waves; and \Im.ere the waves re-enforce there is lower amplitude than with 

the perfect reflection while where there was zero amplitude, there is an 

amplitide which depends upon the amplitude ot the reflected wave. Henoe, 

(1) Phys. Bev. II, 1913, P.270_. 
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· tltere w1Lt be a series of m8XimUm and minimlml points along the tube 

as shown al.so in Fig. 2. In developing the mathematical relationships 

involved Taylor.proceeded as below:-

rig ·2-

P- Pro£!ress,ve.. Wa.ve. 
R-Ref le cted Wave 
S-E.nvefope .-of 51:andina Wave. ·System_ 

Let the .intensity of the progressive wave = kp2 

ud the 1ntensi ty ot the reflected wave • kr2
Then the coefficient ot.retlection is P - r2 --=z p 

that is. the ratio of reflected energy to the incident energ. Now let 

!! be the amplitude ot the maximum position in the standing wave system

and ....!_ be the anpli tude of the minimum. po s1tion 

Th~ m ·= (~f.F)2 and n = (p..r) 2 

Whence:-
p• 'Vin ~ -/n 

2

and r: -rm - t'rr 
2

Substituting these expressions for _p_ and_!... in the value ot P 

above -

p = ( 1'ii - 1'n)2 
( 1m 7 1'n)2
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Now the· coefficient ot absorption is 1 .. P so that 

~ : l • ( 1'm. • :®2 = 4 ~( --1'm~m~7----1'il-.)....,2-- --1'm--m==----~L--v'n~n~-1 2 
~'-W'· 



In accordance wl th this theory Taylor measured intensi tie a at 

these maximum and minimum points by use ot an exploring tube, which 

was in resonance with the exciting sound. and to lfhich was attached a 

somewhat l.arger resonatin~ cylinder in which was mounted a Rayleigh 

disc which gave deflections that were pzoportional to the intensity 

of' the sound at the max:Jnum and minimum points giving the values of 

...!L. and_!_ for use in his theoretical formula. 

While his val.uas of absorption coetfioients found by this method 

compared favorably with values found by- other methods, his apparatus 

consisted or so many resonating parts that errors due to attenuation· 

in the tube as well as absorption ettects from other sources than the 

test material were certain to be present. 

Another experiment by the tube JJBthod was performed by E. T. Paris 

cli) ill l.926. In his mrk he measured. the intensi t;y of the sound at 

the max~ end minimunl points by means of a tuned resonator of hie

own design. This consisted of a small cylindrical resonator in the 

ne~ ot Which was mounted a grid of tine platinum wire which was heated 

by an electric current. The w.tra being in the neck ot the resonator 

was subjeotod to tho surging .of the air motion in the sound waves end 

this caused a cooling of the wire. The amount ot this cool.ing eti'ect 

was measured by means of an amplifier, connected thru a Wheatstone 

bridge arrangement to the grid. Paris deve.loped a formula for comput-

ing the absorption coetticiants from this data whioh was identical With 

· that developed by H. o. Taylor. 

On account of' the size of the reso.nator it was nacossar.1 tor the 

resonance tube to be of relatively large size; one ot 12 inches diameter 

(1} Phys., Soc. of London, Vol. 39, Part 4, June, 192.7. P.269 



being used. Paria eoneludad fron1 his experiment that "the 

. stationary W8.V8 method is well Suited to the measurement 0~ absorp-

.tion. coei'tic.ients at norAal inoidenoe wh-en only annll speciniens ot 

the absorbing material are available." 

Paris was forced to correct tor the presence .of the relatively 

1arge ret1eoting area of the resonator itself as well as for the 

mutual resonance effeots ot the t\TO tuned units. 

PUBPOSE OF ~S THESIS 

~e purpose ot the :present experiment is to tea't the fitness 

ot a. plain hot Wire grid for measuring the maximum. and minimum posi-

tions ot the wave b;y introducing the heated grid into the standing 

wave system of a resonanae tube at one end of which is .placed the ab-

sorbing material in the same manner as in . the above outlined methods 

of Taylor and Paris. Such a grid ahoUld be en ti rely free from resonance 

effects, ia simple to construct· and to manipulate, and can be made so 

that anall reflection effects should be present. (A compsison ot 'these

results With Paris' theoretical curve shown in Figu.re 1 will be given.) 

The grid forms one arm ot a regu;ar bridge circuit, oonneoted aa 

shown in Figure 3. 
G
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the exploring grid is moved along the tube and readings noted at regu-

lar interval.a · 1n the wave system until the maximum and minimum positions 

and deflections are found. 

Detleotions of the galvanometer are caused Then the heated grid 

is located in a position where there is a to and tro motion o:r the air 

molecules. There is then a cooling etteot depending ul)On the position 

1n the wave. At the nodes there is no motion of the air particles 

and h8J1Ce* there is no cooling effect and therefore no deflection . o:r

the galvanometer. As the gri~ is moved from a node there is a gradual 

increase in galvanometer deflection until a maximum deflection is 

found then the deflections gradual]J' decrease until they tall to zero 

at the next node. When the reflecting surface at . the end of the 

resonance tube is replaced by a piece ot absorpi11g material, there is 

never a complete cancellation of the various wave components and no 

zero position is found., but, instea~, a series of' maximum and minimum 

positions are observed as was described in the discussion ot Tey'lor's 

original theory ot the method. 

GALVANOMErER DEFI..mTIONS A. MEASURE OF THE 

INTENSITY OF TlIE SOUND 

'fhe question next arises as to j~st what interpretation· is to be

given the deflections ot the galvanometer in this case. That is, 

whether the.cooling effect on the grid is proportional to the amplitude 

of the oscillations ot the air particles in the sound wave or whether 

it is proportional to the in"tensity of the sound which is the square ot· 

the amplitude. - The galvanometer used gave a straight line relationship 
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between voltage change and galvanometer detlection and since the 

grid current was kept constant there would be a ·corresponding increase 1n

m drop across the grid for any change in resistance; hence the def'lao-

tions are proportional to resistance changes in the grid. The graph 

Plate No. 1 · shows the relationship 'between deflections and voltage 

changes across the galvanometer terminals. 

The question. now resolves itself into whether the resistance changes 

in the grid are proportional to the intensity or the sound or to the 

amplitude dt the sound vibration. 

~. s. G. Thomas (1) in his study ot the hot llire anemometer as a 

means ot measuring rates of· flow or fluids through tubes, found that when 

galvanometer deflections ware plotted against the square root of the 

velocity ot the fluid that there was always a portion ot the plot which 

showed a straight line relationship, the extent of this -charaoteristio 

depending upon the temperature to which the wire- was heated; the straight 

portion. of the graph being more extensive the higher the temperature ,a1; 

which the grid was run. 
Since the velocity ot the air particles in the v1 brat ions or the

sound wave is p:roportional to the a:n:q:,litude of the wave (the frequency 

being the same 1n. all parts) it appears reasonable to assume that de-

flections in the ~se of' the hot wire grid· are proportional to square 

of the amplitude over the small range ot resistance changes met w1th 1n

observations made on absorbing materials where the maximum. resistance 

change was of the order of • 00'1 ohms. In other -.ords • even tho the curve 

ot deflection.· vs. the square root of velocity did not show a straight 

line relationship over a wide range the relationship JD.ight be _considered 

satel.y' cif a straight line nature over a small :[Xlrt of the curve. 
\ .

(1) Phil. Mag. 39 May 1920, P. 216. 
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.Further light is given by Paris and Tucker in their investigations 

o:t the properties of a nselective Hot. Wire Microphone,• (2) where they 

first e.nalyzed by- theoretical means an~ later verified by experiment 

the effects o-r the oscillating air particles on a hot wire grid. They

deduced a series of equations involving the change in resistance ot the 

grid and the velocity- ot the .air particles in the sound waves and out 

of their investigation appeared two main causes ot the change ot resist-

aneet namaly:-

(l} A steady resistance change cf Fi, proportional to the intensity 

ot the sound affecting the microphone, and . 

(2) The amplitude of the oscillatory resistance cfR 2 which was 

proportiol'18l. to the snplitude ot the sound which produces it. 

This eftect was noted 1n the phQnes ot the amplifier as a note 

o:t tWice the frequency ot the· exciting sound. 

It was noted that neither ot these relations held exactly tor very 

loud sounds. 

They immediately took steps.to test these results experimentally. 

In testing the first deduction the microphone was exposed to sounds ot 

known relative intensity and the value of the deflection tor each was 

observed. They did the experiment in open air on a still evening and 

varied the intensity of the sound by moving the source to measured dis-

tances from the microphone. Th8J' found complete verification or the 

theoretical deduction that the change in resistance is proportional to 

the intensity ot the sound vibrations. 

In testing the second theoretical relation ship they obtained less 

(2) Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. of London. A Vol. 221; P.412, 1912. 
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decisive results but they decided that the available evidence points 

to the conclusion that tor faint sounds the deflection ot the galvano-

l118ter for this oscillatory cause in approximately proportional to the 

amplitUde of the mund. Th.us it appears that the ef'tect ot this 

oscilla:tory- cause is of' small importance in its modification ot the 

galvanometer deflection tho not entirely negligible. 

Another investigation having bearing upon the present subject 

was carried out by Stewart and Stiles (1) 1n which the7 deduced from 

theoretical considerations that the energy in a system of' standing 

waves in a tube is proportional to the energy of' the incident wave in 

open a1r at the mouth ot the tube. 

It theref'ore appears that 1 t is per.teotl.y' safe to ass\1118 that 

deflections observed from a hot wire grid in ·a stand 1ng wave system 

1n a tube are proportional first to the intensity of' the s:>und at that 

position of the grid together with a deflection o:r an oscillatory nature 

which is proportional to the amplitude of the vibration. J'uat lihat 

proportional part each one plays is somewhat indefinite except that the 

first condition seems in the present investigation to be the most im-

portant and apparently represents the steady state in the wave tor in 

noting def~ections for any partic~ar position the galvanometer is ai 

first obeened to suffer a sudden throw from 'Which it falls back some-

what then follow a steady' increase in deflection which soon rises to a 

maximum steady value vhen a sound of co~stant energy and steady trequenc7 

is maintained. This maximum point usually closely' co-inoide with the 

position of the first throw. 
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GALVANOMETER CHARADTERISTIC. 

The following data was taken to determine the deflection 

characteristics ot the galvanometer with change of' voltage aoross 

its teminals•.

The voltages were obtained by connecting the galvanometer 

across a known low resistance ~d then by passing small known 

currents thru this resistance the voltages were calculated and 

these values plotted with det1ections. The low resistance used 

was a 1/99 ohm shunt txom one of the S1emens-Haleke millivoltmeters 

in the laboratory. The current thru the resistance was read by a 

Siemens-Hal.ska milliammeter. 

TABLE NO. l. 

Red Scale Black Scale 
Dat•l. Milli m Def'l Milli m
om. amperes nos cm. amperes no5 

.a 1.0 1.0 .9 1.0 1.0 

1.3 2.0 a.o 1.0 1.7 1., 
3.5 4.9 .5.0 3.0 3.1 3.1 

4.3 6.0 6.0 4.2 5.0 5.0 

6.4: 9.0 9.0 6.5 2.5 7.5 

a.1 11.0 11.0 9.2 ll.6 11., 

10.9 15.0 15.0 12.0 15.0 15.0 

1.4.0 19.0 19.0 15.0 19.0 19.2 

18.0 24.5 24.7 19.0 23.8 24.0 

20.0 27.5 27.9 22.0 27.5 27.V 

22.0 30.0 30.8 25.0 32.0 32.3 

25.0 34.0 34.0 
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D!SORIPrION OF APP.Aru5,TUS 

The diagram Fig. 9. shows the oircui t used in this work. The 

bridge used was an Elliott box bridge ot English manufacture which has 

about twice the current capacity of the usual bridge. This gave a 

wider range ot choice in the matter of grid currant to use. The ratio 

arms were set a 10: 10 and the variable branch set at 50 ohms. Accurate 

balfµloe was obtained by a Leeds and Northrup slide wire connected as 

·shown in Fig. 1. Tb.a galvanometer was a Leeds and Northrup TY].)8 "R" 

portable instrument of 10.2 ohms resistance and of 149 megohms sensitivi:t:J'. 

The regular 110rkins current ms 100 milliamperes to 120 milliamperes 

which was read on a Sieman.s-Halske millia:mmater ot l ohm resiatenoe. 

Fig. 4 shows the detail of the grid construction drawn to exact 

size and shown· in position coaxial with the resonating tube. The wire ot 

the grid was made of platinum Wollaston wire .02 :mm. in diameter and ot 

abo~ 52.7 ohms. hot reaistanoe. The wire was strung across a am.all 

ring of · sheet mica and thia mica ~ing was mounted inside a brass tube 

l l/2 inches long and l l/4 inches diameter with walls l/~. thick. 

The mica ring was supported at three :points in the tube and held fast by

a drop of glue at each point. The l~ads i'ran the gi•id were of' (1'9:J copper 

wire soldered to the platinum.; the other end of the copper being held 

by two small binding :posts near the end of the brass tube. The brass· 

tube, enclosing the mica ring was found to be necessary in ordor to avoid 

the distnrbin.g effects of convection currents about the heated wire. The 

. brass tube containing the grid was soldered to a brass machine sorew 1/8 

inch in diameter and the mole assembly mounted &t the end ot a l/ 4 inch 

in diameter copper tube as shom in side view in Fig. 5. The connecting 

wires to the grid binding posts en tared tbru this tube and were attached 

at the small insulated binding posts in the brass tube. The wire used 
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was stranded rubber covered copper wire gotten b7 taking coJDJDOn silk 

covered fixture cord and stripping ott the silk braid thus leaving 

the two rubber covered c aiductors separate. 

Th.is brass tube, ~unted as it is, with 1 ts ans parallel to 

the oscillations of the air particles in. the sound waves should not 

distort the wave conditions beyond a slight reflection effect from the 

ends of the tube; and this area is relatively very- small. Two 1/4 

inch ho1es were drilled in each side of the protecting tube to avoid 

standing wave effects in '!ihe tube itself at high frequencies.

In Figure 5 is a diagram of the general plan ot the method ot 
mounting the test samples in position for testing. It was found con-

venient to place the samples within the tube and "back them up" w1th 

the tightly titting plunger 5/8 inches thick. BY' this means the sample 

could easily be set in the proper position tor the different traquenc1es. 

To avoid . reactions :r rom the portion of the tube back of the piston a 

6 inch plug ot looselY' packed cotton was placed in this space so that 

any transmitted sound would be absorbed; and no standing wave system

set up that would tend to feed energy- back to the main system. 

RESISTANCE OF THE HOT WIRE GRIB 

The grid .resistance was neasured by beginning at a low value ot . 

current and gradu~ increas~g it until the maximum. current used in the 

experiment was reached. Using these points as a guide the curve was 

extrapolated to zero current tor the cold resistance value of the grid. 

The resistance of the Leeds and Northrup slide wire was '1.1· ohms. 

'l'he vertical scale was divided into 10 parts and the revolving drum was 

divided into 100 divisions which 1n turn could be read to 1/2 division 
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.PBEPAR.ATION OF SAMPLES

Six samples ot comm.on commercial types ot acoustical materiel were 

teated, namely;* 

Two thicknesses of Acousti-Oelotex furnished by the Celotex 

Corporation·; 

Four samples consisting o'f one sample of hair telt 3/4 inch 

thick With one burlap tac·e; one sample of hair felt one inah 

thick; one sample ot he.ir tel\ 1/2 inch thick mounted on a 

plaster 'base and another sam.ple of' n Asbestos-Acouetikoa" telt .

·one inch thick mounted on a plaster base. The last. four were 

furnished by the Johns Manville Corporation. 

Samples were prepared as caref'ullr as possible in order not to dis-

turb their acoustical pl'Operties. Samples were first cut tran the entire 

· piece m.ueh larger than the 3 inch disc needed tor the test then the 

sample was gradually trimmed down. by use of safety razor bla~es until the 

PI."Oper tit was obldned. In. case of the plaster backed samples, the plas-

ter .was .first 1:ol'm8d to a $ inch disc· by means or a small tine rasp. 

attar which.. the tel t was trimmed by razor. blades to oontorm. to the size 

of the plaster diso. When the samples were trimmed to a snug tit tor 

the tube they were ready tor teat. Oare was alway-a taken to handle sam-

ples no more than absolutely ~oessary. 

THE SOUROE OF '!HE SOUND. 

fb.e soud· was produced by a vaou·um tube oscillator circuit as shown 

in Fig.. 5. 

VR 1s a General Electric oo. Induction Voltage Regulator l'Orm. IK5. 

s. is the ap~aker uni~ tram an old "electro Magnetio" type Magnavox
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outfit W1 th the horn rem.oved. 

T is a tapped transformer. ~e :primary was wound tor llO volts 

and the seeandary was tapped :tor a total of 294 volts. The out 

put ot the oscillator was run thru 'the llO volt coll and the horn 

unit was conneotadaeross the 29411011; terminals. 

Xis a variableoondensor of :5 mt. capacity o..r the plug 1n type. 

B 1.s a B-batte17 ot 144 volts (storage type). 

C batter.y voltage ot ?.5 volts. 

The . tubes: are ot the regular me 201A. amplifier type. In \10rking 

ai; the lower frequencies three tubes in. parallel were used to 

give more power.,· 

1'he c1reuit as shown l!JlVe a sensibly pure note free from objection-

able overtones wb.~n the speaker was run at as light load as this made tor 

1 t emept as later described. A graph ot the wave also show a regular 

wave to:rm t:ree from irregularities as might be caused by the presence ot 

overtones. 

The.pitch of the.tone emitted by the outfit is ver1 critical as to 

filament cw-rent so that during the taking of observations it was neoessa:ry

to check up frequently as the frequency. To do this the filament rheo-

stat was mounted at the test table with a tuning fork or the correct fre-

quency used for comparison with the note ot the oscillator. It was noted 

that very accurate tuning of the oscillator with the tuning tork could 

be obtained by ~atohing the galvanometer during the tuning .process. It 

was ~oted that with the oscillator and the tuning fork both being sounded 

the galvanometer woUld swing to and fro in respoJ:!,ae to th!, ma:rimUDl end 

minnimum parts r£ the beats. Whm tuning was correct and no beats were pre-
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sent the galvanometer would• or course, read as a steady delleotion. 

In tuning the circuit an approximate tuning was made by variation ot 

the condensor and induction regulator after which the f'ina1 adjustment 

was made by means of the tilamen t rheostat. 

:MErHOD OF TAKING OBSERVATIONS 

Sett1n§_!!le Samplesi There are two ways ot setting the test sample 1n

the tube.

(l} First find the position in which a smooth hard surface givea 

maximum. resonance then. set the sample to that 1 ts taoe is in 

this plane. 

(2) Having the sound wave system. established the sample is moved 

along the tube until a position of maximum resonance is found 

for it. This position is ot the order ot one centimeter nearer 

the so uroe end than the other. 

The reason tor the above shift is due to the absorption ot a portion 

of the energy~ For instance with the sample set in position (1) above 

there is a shift of the wave crest toward the sample.: Paris, in his 

work with the tube m.etho~ already described, noted thi a same etteot. Be 

decided that the shitt is due to a "virtual" reflecting surface at some 

distance below the surface ot the test material. A comparison ot the 

two curves shown on. tha graph Plate No. 3 will give some quantitative idea 

ot the amount ot this shift. 

However, llttle difference 1n the values ot absorption coetticient_s 

were noted as found in either of these positions, tho the deflections 

were somewhat larger in the case ot the sample being set tor resonance 

rather than setting the sample at the place 'Where the good retleoting sur-
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face gave maximum resonance. ~is made the reading ot the minimum 

detlectiona a little more certain henoe the better practice would be to 

find tha position .of best resonance for the material. by moving it along 

the tuba until a maximum. sound regeneration is noted, were it not that 

in looating the ma:rl:mn:m position by moving the sample 1n the tube, the 

peak of the sound was much broader 8lld the ma.:dmwn therefore much less 

distinct than in the case of locating it with a good reflecting surface. 

The first position however can be very definitely' located and so this 

was the standard practice. 

With the sample placed in tho tube the grid on its carrier was ~-

aerted in tu ·resonance tube and set near the sample. The bridge current 

was then turned on and ad.Justed to the 100 ma. value and allowed to .run

:ror some· time (ten to ·fifteen I1linutes) to warm the support 1ng ·ring and 

the other surrounding parts until a stable condi tio~ is attained. During 

the time that the inside ot the tube is warming up there is a steady 

drift of the galvanom.eter due to the gradual increase in resistance as 

the wire and 1 ta surroundings ine:i..·aase in temperature. Db.en stable oon-

di tiona are :reached however the galvanometer is very steady and at the 

seme time very send tive to dist urbane ea in the air about the grid. 

Oeuae ot Unstable Oonditiona:-

Thare uere two main causes .for __ unatable conditions in the bridge 

· circuit. {l) Unsteady battery due to the charge being low. Best results 

were_ gotten when the bridge batte1•y was about hal.f aharge. (2) Unsteadi-
.

ness caused by convection currents about the ·heated wire o:t the grid. The 

first· objeot1on was overcome of' course by keeping the batueriei:S well 

chargedt and the second was corrected by enclosing the mica ring contain-
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1ng the grid wire, in the brass tube as described above. The bridge was

ca;ratull.y checked forlBlanoe before each reading so that eaoh deflection 

was read from 1he same zero point. 

ROOM CONDITIONS DURING OBSERV.A1'IONS 

_ With samples end grid in place the sound source ·was placed ·at the 

mouth ot the tube 1n such a position that little reflection trom the 

surface back into the tube was possible. The face ot the speaker unit 

sat at au· angle ot near 45 Deg. w1th the axis ot the tube. Otherwise 

the end ot the tube was un-enclosed except insofar as the room consti-

tuted an enclosure. The room was 21 ft. by 15 tt. w1 th on. ll tt. ceiling. 

TJ;tere were. two doors. Oondi tions in the room Ere kept as near constant 

as possible. The doors werll always closed during the taking of data and no 

other sound or motion of the observer allowed during this ti.me. 

A few tests were made with 1he open end of the tube and the speaker 

unit covered w1 th a. layer o:t ordinary cool cotton. This cut ott out-

side influences by- shielding the tube end al so absorbing some ot the 

sound that would ordinarily be reflected at the open end ot the tube. 

The only effect in the determining of the data desired was to reduce the 

deflection of the galvanometer at all positions so that the minimum was 

smaller thus again introducing the chances of error in reading this. 

ste~t and St11es (l) have shown that the energy ot· a standing wave 

system is proportional to the energy in open air at the mouth ot the tube. 

Hence, there is no objection to leaving the end of the tube open; 1n

tact it appears, from their findings, that it is advisable. 

The nearness ot the speaker unit to the tube for best results was 

(l) Phys. Rev. Apr. 1913, P. 309. 
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determined by experiment for each trequeno1 used. In each case the 

unit would be so placed that there would be a deflection of 12 to 16 

cm for the maximum readings. 

~G READINGS OF DEFLECTIONS. 

li · taking a reading the galvauometer was checked to zero on the scale 

and then the sound fed into the tube. 'lhe result was a cooling of the 

wire due to the to end fro motion of the air particles in tru:. sound 

wqve 'Which ot course changed the resistance ot the grid causing an un-

balancing ot the bridge m.1 oh was measured by the deflection of the 

galvanometer. Galvanometer deflections (as shown on. Plate l) were pro-

portional to the voltage chane,-ea across its terminals and since this 

change is proportional to the resistance change 1n the grid 1 t can sate-

11 ba stated that the deflections of the galvanometer are proportional 

to the resistance changes in the grid. These in turn, 8.l'8 proportional 

to the intensity ot the oound in the wave system within the resonance

tube. · Suoh readings of deflections were taken at intervals of' l. cm. along 

the tube to discover the wave t'orm present. The fonn. of' wave obtained 

in this way with near· perfect reflection is shown in the graph (Plate 

No. III}. In determlning the maxim.um and minimum points however the readings 

were taken at intervals ot one half centimeter for accuracy. The form 

ot the wave being ot a uniform curvature, without irregularities showed 

that the sound being emitted by the speaker was of satisfactory purity 

and was usable in testing. 

Next the :reflecting surface was replaced by a sample of 3/4 inch, 

hair felt With one burlap side and a dmilar set of deflections taken. 

With this absorbing material in place of the good reflecting surface 
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,·the··detleotions ot the galvanometer were all much reduced near the 

maximum while at. the points where there was zero deflect ion w:lth the 

reflecting surface in place there was now a deflection. See Table No. 

4. The graph ot the data obtained in this case is shown on the same 

sheet (Plate No. ·III) for comparison. Here the shift of a.nerg.v ore st

doward . the sample is qui ta. plainly- seen. On the soma sheet is a graph of 

a set of data obtained by sliding the sample up toward the source of 

sound so that the central plaoe of the sample was in the plane tomer-

l.Y occupied by- the face of' the material; thus bringing the "virtual re-

flectingtt surface nearer to the resonance plane for s>Od reflection. 

'l'b.e efteet ot this 19111 be seen to be that the energy crest is shifted 

back ·to nearer the _position or the oreat during good reflection. This 

shows that the absorption is going on all thru the material and that 

the reflected eneru comes from s:>me sort o:r an eYerage retleotion region 

With muoh of the sound energy being reflected from the back ot the

sample; probably in this case from the wooden plunger itsel~. See table 

No. 3.

In order to check this assumption an interesting variation ot the 

readings was made. First the moden piston was placed o~ inch back 

of tha aam.pl.e being treated so as to form. a dead air spaoe between the 

sample and ths piston. Tb.e result was a very noticeable inc~ease in 

the ooe:tticient of abao]ttion over that obtained with the piston be.liking 

up the sample. In the fh .. st case the coefficient of abaor-ption was • 39

While wi'th the dead. air space back of the sample the ooaftioient was· in.-

creased to • ?5. 

The test was next varied by setting the piston far enoug)l back or . . 

the sample so that it was in the next position of resonance at this tre-
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quency (one half wave length back of sanple). By this arrangement 

energy vas transmitted thru the sample and reflected back from. the 

plunger and since the sample was now a.t a node ot the system ot 

standing waves where there was small motion of the air particles the 

absorption effect should be found to be smaller. As expeatod, the 

v~ue ot the absorption coetfioiont was low eg •• 200. 

The next variation was to set the piston onlY' one quartar wave 

.length back ot the sample thus placing it at an internoda of the wave 

system where there was maximum. displacement ot the air particles. 

This caused a chang~ in phase ot the wave end caused greater motion 

of the air particles thru the sample. The teat in this position showed 

a value of absorption coefficient of .594 or almost three times as 

great absorption es was found with the plunger one half we:va length back 

of the sample. 

Since the sound absorbent material is genarally used against a wall 

ot flat ma:terial all tests reported in data in this article werE> made 

with the wooden piston directly "backing up" the test material. 



Date Taken tor the Determination of the 

Wave· form vd th no Absorption. 

The first column conta:fns readings ot the scale which was marked 

on the ·rod uich carried the hot wire grid. The scale readings are 

more or less arbitrary so far as the position ot the reflecting piston 

is concerned tho the readings are begun within the first internode 

from the piston.. This set is .taken wiih the reflecting piston set at 

one ot the positions of maxim.um resonance; in this case the second posi-

tion. !he graph of this data is found on Plate No. 3. 

TABLE NO. 3 

Seale Deflection Scale Deflection 
em. em. em. Om. 

0 .J. 15 17.6 

l .5 16 15.l. 

2 1 .3 1'7 12.9 

8 a.2 18 9.'1 

4:. 3.'1 19 'I. '1 

5 6.2 20 5.5 

6 9.0, 21 3.9 

'I ·11.5 22 2.2 

8 14.0 23 1.0 

9 16.2 24 .4 

·10 17.6 · 25 .05 

ll J.9.6 26 .o 
12 19.6 2'1 .a 
15 19.4 28 .a 

14 17.'l 29 1.4 
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Scale Detleotioa Scale DetlecUon 
em. em. Om. Cm. 

~l 5.7 41 l6.4t 

58 11.0 43 ll.4 

S5 16.2 45 '1.5 

S6 1'1.5 49 3.5 

3'1 19.0 49 .9 

38 19.5 50 .3 

19 l.8.4 51 ·.08 

4()· 1'1.7 52 o.oo 
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TEST DATA ON SAMPLES OF MATERIALS 

FIRST SElIDS . 
~e first saries of da"ta ia more of an exploratory nature to 

find the best conditions of grid current. position ot samples in the 

tube and posit:fon of the sound source to use tor 8ons1stent results. 

The data given below is taken with Sample No. 3 set 1n place 

of the :retleoting piston at the resonance poin't for that frequency. 

fhe grid currant \'BS 60 M.A. and the trequeno1 about 650 vps. 

TABLE ·No. 4. 

Soale Def'l. 
cm. Cm. 

0 1.a 
l. 2.2 

a 2.5 

3 s.o 
4 5.5

5 4.0 

6 5.2 

' 5.6 

a 5.9 

9 5.7 

10 G.O 

ll S.2 

l2 5.5 

13 5.0 

14 4.5

15 3.9 

Scale 
em.

16 

17 

18

19 

ao 
21 

22 

23 

24

25

26 

27 

28

29

30

a3

Det•l. 
Om. 

3.1' 

2.2 

1.6 

1.3 

.6 

·"'
.2 

.1 

!t2.

.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.a 
4.1 

5.2 

·'
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Scale Det•1 • 
...2!!.! Cm. 

35 5.5 

3'I 5.5 

59 5.8 

41. 4.S 

43 . 2.6 

4:5 1.0 

47 .2 

so .as 
51 .50 

NOTE:- This data is graphed on the same sheet w1 th the wave

form gotten with · good retleot1ng surface in place of the smnple. 
•. 

It Will be notid that there is a shitt in the crest ofthe wave toward 

the sample. This was also noticed. by Paris in ·his work with the 

tube method. He states that it is due to the formation ot a "virtual 

reflecting" surfaea within the :material with a resulting shift in phase 

or the energy in the wave. 
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A Second' Test on Somple No. 3 : 

As an interesting test to locate the "virtual reflecting l&.y'er," 

the sample was pushed forward so that the plane of its central layer 

was in the position occupied by the piston fo.rm beat resonance. 

Other conditions remained the smre. 

TABLE No. 5

Scale Def'l. Scale Det•l. em. Om.' cw. am. 
0 ... ' 2'1 1.1 

1 1.s 29 3.0 

3 5.1 31. 4.8

5 5.? 33 6.2 

' 6.5 S5 '1.6 

9 S.l 36 ,.a 
,:

11 8.4 37 ,.1 
13 ,.v 39 ,.o 
15 6.0 41 ,5.2 

l? 4.0 43 3.5 

19 2.3 45 1., 
21. 1.0 47 .35 

22 .4 48 .25 

25 .1 49 .10 

24 .1 50 .1 

25 .2 5l .3 

In the graph of this data shown. on the lower pert of graph sheet , 

No. 3 it will be noted that the crests ot this wave are shifted back 

again toward source. It does not, however, bring the crest back to 
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that of the purely reflected wave. Th is means that the 11virtual 

Retlectionn surtace is probably the piston itself since the piston 

is always 1n place back of these samples luring the time they are being 

tested. 

Now. having the wave form and the. operating characteristics 

known, the data on the l.'8st of the samples tested was taken only at 

the ma::dmum and minimum positions on the wave from which the coetti-

clents were calculated. 

On th& following pages is given a list ot data taken on individual 

samples with conditions ·under which it is taken ltter which each series 

is separately summarized; th~ at the last is a general summary ot 

results for the different frequencies used in the test. There is also 

comparison given w1 th results obtained by Sabine, Watson, Knudsen, 

end Bureau of Standards for these same materials when such is available. 

t ..... • 
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ffl"EOT OF GRID CUBR.ENT ON DE?.ErumIATIONS OF THE 

ADSOBP.rION COEFFIOimTS. 

Another check on apparatus was made to find whether the tempe:r--

e.ture of the grid in an.y way influenced the final va1ues found tor the 

coefficients. In general the only et:tect noted was that at lower 

values ot grid heating current tha d.ei"lections were smaller thus again 

making tne detemination of the .m.ini:mt.un detlection less acourate. For 

i.ns·i;ance; with a grid current ot. 40 M.A. the average ~f a number. of 

detlectiona at the .minimum position when the frequency was 512 v.p.s. 

was .05 cm. and· the maximum deflection oi" 2. 7 cm. The value of the 

coefficient. ot · absorption calculated i'rom this duta was .410. With 80 

m.a. grid current the minimum deflection was .10 cm and the :maximum

defieoU.on ?.6 cm.giving a value of .590 for the absorption ooetfioient. 

the ditterence between the tm undoubtedly being largely due to errors
•'. .

1n reading the min~ deflection points. By using 100 M. A. the 

minimum deflections was .3 cm while with 120 ma. the deflection at 

minim.um was .50 cm. in. some cases.

It \lluld appear therefore that the 120 M.A. current in the grid 

is the more satisfactory~ but,· 1n making adllal tests the 120 M.A. · current 

was a little less satisfactory to use than the 100 ma. current on account 

o:t the greater amount of drift ot the galvanometer due to the gradual 

warming ttp o:r the apparatus and air in the tuba which. tbot slow, was rapid 

enough to cause an appreciable irregular! ty- ot deflections repeated at 

any giv~n position unless considerable time were allowed between readings. 

On the average abo~ one half hour was required for equilibrium condi-

tions to obtain after the grid current was first turned on then after 
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taJd.ng one observation the a~ would ba mixed to so.me extent and 

more ;!me needed to again reach an equilibri~ With 100 .M.A. 

however there was much less drift while tho deflections ~ere still quite 

easily readable. 
I 

The ratio of percents of error in reading this minimum. datleotion 
\ .plotted against corresponding errors thus produced in absorption oo-

. ettioients is shou 1n the graph (Plate· .u.i. 
In running an actual test on any particular. sample ~ter the 

tor.in ot the wave for a:n:y- :particular ·frequency was known it was neoessa17 

only- to take about tive observations about the known maximum and mini-

mum. areas of the wave~ These readings were always taken l om. apart at 

first then if there seemed to be any doubt about the points_ wanted 

other readings on the half centimeter distances were made. In finding 

the minimum. point the common practice was to read deflections on the . . 

halt centimeter intervals since this point was most difficult to find 

oorreatly-. 

·TABLE NO.. 6

The i'Ollowirrg table is baaed u:pon a set c:£ readings ta.ken on Sample 

Q:3 where the maxim.um deflection was 12 cm•. and the minimum deflection ' . .

was ~2 cm and tho calculated absorp:f:;ion coefficient was .40. Beginning 
With this a aeries ot "errors" were impressed upon the minimum reading 

to note the corresponding error-caused in the calculated value of the

absorption. coefficient., 

"Error" '&

f 10 

r 20 

I- 40 

f 50 

n 

•.22

.24 

.28 

.30 

~ 

.·469 

.490 

.sro 

.548 

e>< %change 1n c:::<

•.432 3•.,

.434 6.7 

•• 467 15.0 

· .474 16.7 
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flErrortt ! D. ~ o,,,I... ~ change 1n om< 

-10 .1a .424 .394 3.2 

-20 .16 .400 .376 7.7 

-40 .12 .347 .334 18.0 

-30 .14 .574 .352 · ll.O 

~50 .ll .327 .296 27.5 

The graph of this table is shown in Plate 4. It will be noted 

that eny error in reading the minimum value ot detleation Will 

introduce about one third as great a percent ot error 1n the calculated 

value of absorption coefficient~ It. will also be noted that the rela-

. tionship is ot a straight line character from -00% to 40%. 
Ifow the vatue. of .!. can be read with i'air certainty to 10% even 

at the low defleotionss but assum.ing . .sv:en a 20% error in taking this 

reading the error introduced in absorppio~ coefficient 1a at most 7.7% 

which is well within .the variation commonly- found betweE3n tests by the 

.reverberation method :made by different authorities. . . 
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A LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF SAMPUS Oli' 
· MATERIALS TESTED 

The samples tested were furnished by the John.a-Manville Corpora-

tion and the Celotex Corporation. 

Sample Bo. l -- This sample was made of' l./2 inch hair felt backed by

plaster board 3/8 inch thick. Furnished by- J .M.Oorp. 

Sample No. 2 - This is sold under the· trade nana of Nashkote B-316. It 

consists ot 3/4 inch of hair felt mo~ted on 3/8 inch 

plaster board with the taoe ot the felt _covered with a 

sheet or white oil cloth material perforated with about 

440 quarter-inch holes per square toot. J".M.Corp. 

Sample No. 3 - Hair felt 3/4 inch thi.ck with one f'aoe ot burlap.J:M.Corp. 

Sample No. 4 - :.r.M.. Corp. Asbestos-Acoustikos felt l in. thick. 

Sample No. 5 -- Type B AcOtBti Oelotex 7/8 inch. thick an~ having 441 

quarter-inch holes- per square :root. This material is 

made of the fiber refuse ot sugar cane :f'rom the southern

sugar refineries. 

Sample No._& -- Type BB Acousti Celotex l l/4 inch. thick. Otherwise 

the same as sample No. 5. The last two samples furnished 

by the Celotex Corporation. 
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In the following sections is )liven a detailed report; ot tive 

series of tests made. upon the above described samples with discussions 

ot certain phases of the tests as may appear important from time to 

time. A. set of sample data, taken on a piece of Type ttB" Aoousti 

Celotex is shown in the tollowing table. 

Position of 
s.;:id 

2

3

4 MAL

5

6

2,0 

21 

21.5 MIN. 

22

23 

Av. Defl •. 
cm. 

14.0 

14.5 

15.0 

14.8 

14.5 

.50 

.35 

.300 

.40 

.50 

J'.requenc1 512 vps. 

GRID I .- 100 ma. 

Here the maximum deflect ion is evidently between 3 cm. and 4 cm.

so some further readings are taken in that region to find the real 

peak deflection which in th.is case was found to be 14.9 cm. which gives 

the value of "mJ! in Ta1lor' a formula. 

The va1ue of "n" or the ~imtnn. here is as closely • 30 ·as can be

read on the scale. Substituting these values 1n Taylor's fo:nnula:-

C:.( = ,4 - 4
i'iii :7 !!_I- 2 - 1)14.9 n-

T f 2
'Vii . im j/.3 v14.9 

- 4 ..: 4 - 4 --3.86 f .547 72 7.05 f .ll5 f 2 - 9.16 
.547 3.86 

.436 



• SO - (Cont.) 

Tests on this material by Watson, Knudsen. Sabine and the 

Bureau of standards gave values for tb.e absorption coefficient ot 

this material at e4'10; .460; .400; e400 J!8Spect1Vely Or an average 

of .432.. 11:he av~rage obtained in a nmnber tests on this material by

the above deseribed method gave +420 as.the average of the following 

series ot resultsi- .422; .436; .402; .407; .388; .470. Some ot. the 

values 1n this series were obtained with the face of the sample in 

the plane ot resonance for good refleotion and some with 1he sample 

itself set tor position of ma.xtmum resonance. 
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DATA SERII!S 1 OONTmUED.

SAMPLE NUMBI!ll 5
Test No. 4 

40 MA. Grid Current 612 vps.(Approx.) frequency 

With this an.all grid current a very small minimum deflection was 

observed thus making results very- uncertain.· In the data lists the 

first number in columns in the scale reading and the second number is 

the deflection in centimeters. 

10--- 2.s 22-- .10 

ll-- 2.7 (max.) 23--- .05 {min) Abs. Coef'. ot .410 

12-- 2.5 24--- ·.10 

Teat No. 5

80 MA. grid current 612 vps. ( approx. ) 

10;.- 7.0 22-- .25 

11-- 7.6 (max.) 23--- .10 (min) Qlbs. Ooet. ot zgo·:

12- 6.8 24--- .30 

In two reohecks ot the data in test No. 5 values of coefficient or 
absorption of .380 and .390 respectively were obtained. 

Test No. 6.

Same conditions prevailed here as. in other tests except that the 

sample was moved forward in the tube until it was in the position giving

maximum resonance, instead of being placed so that its face was in the 

plane. or resonance for a good reflecting surf'aoe. 

10--- 12.5 23-- .3 

11---- 13. l (max. ) . 24---- • 2 (min. ) coer. of • 380 

12--·12.5 25- .3 



80 M.A. grid our.rent 
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SA.MP.LE HO. 2

Tesi No. 1. 

10-- 7.5 24---- .4 

612 vps. ( approx. ) 

ll- 7.f (max.) 25-- .2 (min) Abs. Coef'. or .472 

12~- 7.5 26-- .3 

Teat No. 2. 

Repetition of' Test No. l with samples set in position ot best 

resonance for its own reflection. 

10-- 9.2 

ll---10.0 (max.) 

12-- 9.8 

80 MA

23-- .4 

24-- • 2 (min.) Abs. Coe:t. .430 

25-- .3 

SA'MPT.,E No. 2

Test No. l 

512 vps. 

For this and the following tests of series one and two the oscillator 

is tuned to 512 vibrations per second by com~ison with a standard 

tuning fork. Tuning was dona by "ear" noting the beats between the two 

notes. 

27-1.2 

28-- 1., 
(max.)

29- 1.4 

30---- 1.3 

27-- 3.2 

28----3.5 (max.) 

29-- 3.3 

9-- .15 

10- .05 

u- .m,
12-- .10 

Test No. 2 

9- .20 

10- .10 

ll-- .15 

(min.) 

(min.) Abs. Coef •• 520 

I 



·.t--- 3.8

a- 5.5 (mu.)

9-8.2 

80 JI.A. Grid current 

a---- a., 
.,--.- s.a (tMIL) 

a--.. s.s 

- as-

!eat No. S.

11- .oo 
12--- .10- (min.) Ab•• Coet .. 51.0 

13--- .u; 

&r~ NO. 5

fe,;'t !lo. 1 · 

12-- .11 

13--- .10 

14--- .15 

~en No. 2

512 v.pa. 

tmtn .. ) Abs. Coet •• 470 

100 ,a .grid current .518 vpa. 

Grid cur.rent incre.affl!Kl to tlnd 1tb.etber lnrger· m1n1mum readings

mlgh~ be obtairua4. 

,.__ 6.S 12-•- .• a 
'I--- 6. f (max.) 13---- .• 1 (min) Coot. or Abe. .388 · 

120· Mt. 

8---- u 
9-12 (iau.)

8---U.6

14--- .as 
Test No. s. 

n--- .s 
m.s vpa. 

12- .a (reln) Abs. Coer .. ot .4:07 

1s--- ~s

.Test Ro. 4. 

512 vpa. 
'?be sample waa moved a em; n~arer the source to note wh&ther the

enu;~ ·1n 1JOsi\ion had muoh efteet upon the finl resulta ot the value 

ot absorption uoa.rt1o1enta. 



6-- ,.2 
,,_ a.o . (max.) 

s---- 7.5. 

.. 34,;.··

15-- .15. 

14-- .10 (min) Abs. Ooaf •• 352 

15- .12 

It Will be.noted that by moving the sample out ot position all 

readings were reduced and the reading of the •1 n:hrnnn was · again ver, 

uncertain. 

Sample No. 3 

Sample No. 2

Sample No. 4

Sample No. 5 

SUMMARY OF RESUI/J:S OF SERIES HUMBER 1.

1 a 3 4

.400 .369 .579 .410 

.4'12 .430 • •

.530. .520 .510 

.470 .388 .407 .352 

5 6 Av. Sabine 

.390 .380 ·.397 • 380 

.380 

.390 

• • .451 .50 

.520 .59 

.404 .40 

Onl.y the different types ct material at hand are uead 1n·:this set. 

Sample No. 1 was a plaster backed material much similar to No. 2. 

Sampie No. 6 is the same type of material as sample No. 5 except 

. tor thickness, hence it: is not tested in this set which is the run to 

· find the opera.ting characteristics of the hook up .. 
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DATA ON THE S:EDOND SERIES OF. TESTS.

This series begins with all operating conditions known; that is, 

the operator can tell by the action of the test set the cause ot any

irregularities in pertor.manoe that may occur. Conditions suitable 

for maxinnmt sensitivity and steadiness have been found in the preli-

minary set end t1:i,ase are followed as closely as possible in all the 

folloWing eata. All batteries are freshly charged. 

· Grid ctnTen ts of 100 MA or 120 MA are used as desired and in this 

particular series a frequency of 512 vps is used thruout~ 

In placing the samples, it was found in the preliminary tests that 

when the position of maximum resonance was tound by- moving the sample to 

the best position. there was a great deal of difficulty~ in loaating the 

position ot resonance exactly since with the absorbing. material the max1.:.. 
mum is so b·road. It was also found that the values ot absorption coet-

ficient varied a great deal With the position ot the sample when set in 

this way. It waa therefore decided to find the position or resonance 

with the smooth piston and then set each sample with the taoe ot the sample 

. in this plane. In this war al1 are ·known to be set alike. The tuning 

of the oscillator is checked frequently by comparison ldth the standard 

tuning fork. 

Different sets of data for each sample are obtained by varying such 

conditions as might be unavoidably varied 1n one repeating the experi-

ment. For instance, the speaker is set near or far from :the resonance 

tube or some sort of absorbing material is 1ad over the open end ot the 

tube to change the amount of deflectlon. '?his absorbing material was 

a strip·ot mll cotton and its being placed there may be considered as 

equivalent to an extreme change in room conditions with the end of the 
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tube open.· For .instance, 1t might be silDilar to opening all the 

doors and windou ot the room•.

100 MA Grid current

3-- 24.4 

4---- 24.6 (max.) 

5-- 24.5 

4-- 21.B 

5--- 22. 4 (max.) 

6--- 21.5 

4--16.0 

5-- 16.5 (max.) 

6--- l.5.5 

4--- 10.9 

5--- 11.4 (max.)

6-- 10., 

3- 17.5 

4:--- l'l. 7 (max. ) 

5-- 17.4 

SAMPLE NO. 1. 

Test No. 1 

512 vps

ll.0-- .s 
ll. 5--- • 2 (min) Abs Coat •• 307 

12.0--- .23 

'Test No .. 2. 

11.0--.25 

ll.5-- .22 

12~0-- .20 (min) Abs. Coet •. 317 

12.5-- .35 

SAMPLE No•.·2.

Test No. 1 

ll.5--- .24 

12.0--- .28 

12.5--•• 30 Abs. Ooei' •• 408 

Teat No. 2 (Sample No. 2) 

ll.5--- .25 

12.0-- .22 {min) Abs. Coar. .447 

12.5-- .25 

SAMPLENO. 3

Test No .. l 

10.s--- .5 

ll.0-- .4 (min) Abs. Coef •• 459 

ll.5--~ .5 



SERiliS NO. 2 (Cont.) 

Test No. 2 (Sample #3) 

2--- 14.8 10.1--. 5 

3--- 16.0 (max.) n.0-·.4 (min.) Abs. Ooef •• 448 

4-- 15.8 ll.5-- .5 

. Test No. 3 

2- 12.2 10.~· .25 

3- 12. 5 .(max.) 11. o-- '• 20 (min. ) Abs. Coef. • 397 

4-- u.& 11.5- ··.30 

4-- 9.5 (max.) 

5-- a.a 

3-- a.o 
4-- a. 2 (max. )

5-- 7.8 

· SAMPLE NO• 4

Test No. 1 
10.5-- .32 

11.0-- .50 (min.) Abs. Coet. 517 

u.s--- .52 

Test No. 2

10.5--- .32 

11. 0-- • 30 (min. ) Abs. Coet. • 53'1 · 

ll.5--- .33 

Test No. 3 

Cotton 1SJ'ed over.the end ot the resonance tube 
3-- 6.7 10.5-- .25 

4--- '1.4 (max.) 

5--- a.a 
11.0---- .25 (min.) Abs. Coef •• 551 

11.s- .oo 
SAMPLE NO. 5

Test No. l 

120 M.A. Grid current. 512 vps.

3---- 14.5 

4-- 14. 9 (max. ) 

5-- 14.8 

21..-- .35 

21. ~ ~ 30 (min.) Abs. Co et. • 434 

22.0- .4.0 



5--:- 10.6 
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SERim NO. 2 (Cont. ) 

Test No. 2 (Sample No. 5)

20.s---; .3 

4- 10.'8 (max.) 

5-- 10., · 

21.0- .25 (min.) Abs. Coaf' •• 459 

21.s--- .30 

Test No. 5 

Sample set up to resonance for its own surface 

6,..-- 7.6 ·22.0-- .20 

,,, ___ 7.8 {max.) 

s-- 7.,,, 
23.0-- .10 (min.) Abs. Coat •• 363 

24.0~· .20 

100 MA .

4-- 6.~ (max.) 

SAMPLE NO. 6 

Test No. 1 

21- .2· (min.)

512 vps. 

Absorption coefficient.------ ··;.. .fS09 

.Test No. 2 

4-- a. 7 (max. } 20.~ 25 (min)

Absorption Coef'fioient ---------- .496 

Test No. 3

29-- a.1 (max.) , 10. 5-- 25 (min. }" 
..

Absorption Ooetticient ----------- ,_509 

SUMMARY OF S:EBIES NO. 2

512 vps. frequency. 100 M.A. 
Test Ho. 1 2 4 Av. 
Sample 1 .507 .317 .312 

• 2 .4CB .447 .427 

" 3 .453 .448 .480 .397 .444 
tt 4 .5l.7 · .537 .551 • .535 

" 5 .363 ••459 .434 •452 .414 
tt ·6 .509 .496 .~9 .sa; 

to 120 M.A. 
Sabine 

.33 

.50 

.38 

.q9 

.40 .,o 
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, Au average value tor sample No. 5 taken .. from results by Sabine, 

Watson. Knudsen and the Bureau- of: Standards is .435. ·These results 

being in agreement to within 6 to 8 points would be considered si.tis- · 

. factory sinoe the repeated handling of the samples must necessarily 

attect their acoustics properties. 

Samples l & 2 were given only tw.o tests as conditions were steady 

and all readings reproduced accurately at the tno positions tested. 

Sample No. 6 shows a Wide variation from Sabine's reverberation value 

however. 

DATA ON THE THIRD SERIES 011' TE3TS 

. 100 MA. Grid, current and l~O vps frequency. 

9-- 18.0 

10--- 1a. 5 (max. ) 

11-- 18.0 

9-- 9 

10--- 9.8 (max.) 

u- a.a 

9-- 16.8 

10-- 19. 2 (max.) 

ll-- 18.9 

SAMPLE No. l 

Test No. l 

16.5--- ., 

17.0-- .3 (min.) Abs. Coat •• 400 

_;1.7. 5-- • ·" 

Test No. 2. 
'17.o-- .32 

17.5-..;..... .20 (ID.1.n.) Abs. lioet •• 440 

lB.6---- .30 

Test No. 3

16.5-- .4 

17.0--- .3 (min.) Abs. Coat •• 400 

17.5- .4 

SAMPLE NO. 2 

Test No. l 

ll- .4



6- B.2 (max.) 

·7_ 5.9 

ll-.4

12-- .20 ·(min}

9- 21.5 

10-- 23.2 (max •. ) 

n-21., 

9- 9.8 

10--- 10.5 (max.) 

ll- 9.0 

1-- 6.5 
2--- 7.5 (max.) 
3-- 7.4 

z-- '1.2 
5--- 'l.5 (max)

4--- 5.2 

S..- 'I.B. 
4-- e.o (max.) 

5-- 7.5 
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SERIES m. 3 (cont.)

Test No. 1 (Sample No. 2 cont.)· 

12--- .3 (mln.) Abs •. Ooef •• 590 

Test No. 2 

17-·5.1 

1S--.5.'1 (min) Abs. Coaf. .530 . 

19-- 4.9 

Test No. l 

16.5--. 2.1 (min) Abs. Coef •• ?13 

Test No. 2 

16---- ·" 
16.S-- .5 (min.~ Abs. Coe:r •• 588 

1'1.0- .6 

SAIV!PLE NO. 4
Test No. 1 

11.0-- .4 
ll.5-- . 3 (min) Abs. Ooet. .645 

· 12.0- .5 
· !rest Ro. 2 
11.0-- .35 
ll.5-- ~30 (min.) Abs. Coet •• 645 
12.0- .50 

Teat No. 3. 

n-- .3o 
·ll.5-- .25 (min.) Abs. Coat. .515 

12-- .3 



2-- 4. 2 (max. ) 

5--- 4~1 

1-- 8~5 

2- 9.8 (max.) 

3--- 8.9 

Test No. 1 

Sample l. .400 

• a .590 

" s .'113 

ft 4 .645 

Sample'~: 5 .667 

ff 6 .692 

SEBIBS NO. 3 · (Oont. ) 

SAMPLE NO. 5 

'reat No. l. 

n.s- .55 

12. o- . 30 (min. )

12.5-- .4 

Abs. Ooet •• 667 

'test No. 2

11.5--- .6 

12.0---- .5 (min.)

l.2.5--- .7

Abs. Ooef •• e21 

SUMMA..."lY OF SERI115 liO. 3
(1350 vpa •. ) 

2 3 Av. 

.440 .400 .413 

.530 .560 

.568 .650 

.645 .515 .601. 

.621 .644 

.101 .696 

Sabine at 1024. 

.58 

.ea 
.65 

.68 

.53 

.74 

Range ot 
Results 

:lo values for this- frequency,. are av&ilable tor comparison "as 1350 

is not a common. test frequency but values at 1024 vps by Sabine are the 

nearest. · The frequency is calculated from measurements on the wave 

tom as there is no tuning fork available for the higher frequencies. 

In order to keep the frequenc1 checked after it is once determined, 

a quarter-wave tube is made as shown in the diagram below. 
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Qua rle r- Wave. Tu be-

i'b.e piston is moved ba.ck to the first resonanee position when the

set ls first tuned then · to check up at any time later on the frequency 

the tuba is held to the ear while the set is sounding and it the set 

is still on the desired frequency the small tube will be. found to be 

resonating. Durin&, .. tb.is listening _process it is best to shield the other 
ear •. 

SUMMA.RY OF l}A.TA SERIES NUMBER 4

100 MA.. grid current l.200 vps.

SAMl?LE No. l

fest No. l 

.2-- 20. (max.) 9. 5--- • 25 (min. ) 
· Absorption Ooefficient ~ - ~ - - - - - - .296 

Test No. 2

2--- 23 (max. ) 11-- .40 (min. ) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - ~ - ·- - • 315 .

Test No. 3

17- 24.3 (max.) u.o-- .15 (min.) 
Absorption. coefficient - - - - - ~ - - - .334 

SAMPLE NO. 2 
Test No. 1 

3.0- 19.0 (max.) ·n.o--.t5. (min.)
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - .285 

.Test No. 2 \ 

3.o----- 19.6 (max.) 11.0- .10 (min.) 
Absorption coet:ticient - - - - - - - - - .294 



DATA SERillS ltO. 4 .(Oont.) 

Test No. 3 (Sample No. 2) 

5. 5--- ll.4 (max.) 11.0- • 09(Min} 
· Absorption Oeeffioient - - - - - - -- - - .283 

SAMPLE NO. 3

Test No. 1 

.3..0- 9.S (max.) 10.0-.atl (min.) 
Absorptioncoaffioient - - - - - - - - - -.514 

Test No. 2

5.0--- 15.2 (max.) 10 •. 0- .6 (min)
· Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - - .552 

SA1'.4PLE NO. 4 

Test No. 1 

3.o- a.s (max.) 10.5- .2 (min) 
Absorption coefi'ioien.t - - - - - - - - - - .465 

Test No. 2 

3.0-- 16.0 (max.) 10.5-- .3 (min) 
Absorption coettioient - - - - - - - - - .424 

SA.lat'Li NO. 5

Test No. 1 

4-- 1,.2 (Max.) n-- ., (min) 
Absorption coetticient - - - - . - - - - . - - • 559 

Test No. 2

3.5--- 9.7 (Max.) 11.0---- .14 (min) 
, Absorption coe·ffic ient - - - - - - - .... - - · • 561 

SAMPLE ·No. 6

Test No. 1 

s-- a.o (max.) n.o---. .v (min.) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - - .?05 

'.feat No. 2 

3-- 12.1 (max.) n.o-- .1.1 (min) 
Absorption coe:tticient - - - - - - - - - - .695 
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SUMMARY OJ.i' DATA OF SER!l!S 4

100 M. A. grid. 1350 V;es. 

Test No. l 2 3 AV Sabine at 1024 

sample l. .296 .315 .334 .315 .•58

tJ a .235, .294 .283 .28? .68 

fl s .514 .552 .533 .65 

" 4 .465 .424 .445 .&s 

" 5 .569 .561 .560 .46 (.582 Av. of Sabine 

.700 
smd three othera} 

" 6 .'105 .695 .'14

Salllples 5 and 6 are Types B and BB Acousti-Oelotex respectively. 

The .532 average for sample five ia trom reaul ts by Sabine, Knudsen, 
.

Watson and Bureau of Standards. Their values ranged tram .460 to • 620 

tor a frequency ot 1024. ·vps .. 
..

This set of data represents. the greatest variation noted 1n aq ot 

the tests made·. 

At this frequency- however there.was unsteadiness·in the sound source 

at all times and a. vary ·high overto.ne persisted and could not be wb.0111' 

suppressed by common tuning methods. The only explanat:f on offered 

therefore is that the wave torm was moditied by this other tone to such 

an extent that inconsistent results are noted. 
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SUMMARY OF DATA SERI]S BO. 5

100 M. A. Grid current. 2225 vps. 

SAMPLE NO. 1 

Test Jlo. 1 

.5-- 1..0 

1.0- .3 (min)

5.0---- 18.0 

5.5-- is.a (max.)

1.5- .6 6.0---- 17.8 
Absorption coeffioient - - - - - - - - - .400 

Teat No. 2 

5.5--- 18.5 (max.) 9.0--- .9 (min) 
Absorption Ooefi'ieient - - - - ...; - - - - • 592 

Test No. 3. 

5.o-- 29.5 (max.) 9.o--- .4 (min)
Absorption Coefficient - - - - - - - - - .586 

Test No. 4,. 

5.o-- 9.7 {max.) 9.0- .4 (min) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - .561 

,;.'Tes:b No. l, was taken beitore conditions mre quite stable~ It

is noted that dei'leotions are steadier it the grid is not placed 

in the internode neare·st the material.. Th~re seams to be more or 

lass turmoil in the air a3?out this point; especially at the minim.um 

reading, tor the galvanometer often deflects 1n the opposite direction 

showing that the wave is coming in from both sides on compression 

and the heat is held there about· the wire instead of being carried 

away. This effeat is not present in the second internode. 

SAMPLE NO. a 
Test No. 1 

6.o-- 35.0 (max.) 10.0-- 1.3 (min) 
Absorption coeff'icienta - - .- - - - - - - .537 
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SERIFS NO. 5 (Cont.) 

Test No. 2 (Sample No. 2)

.6.0-- 16.5 (max.) 10.0--- .35 (min) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - -· .502 

Test No. 3

5.5---- 7.5(max.) 10.0- .25 (min) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - .522 

SAMPLE NO. 3

Test No. l 

5.5-'-- 16.l (max.) 10,.0Q-- 2.1 (min) 
Absorption coefficient --- - - - - - .789 

Test No. 2

5.5---- 22. 6 {max.) 10.0-- 3.7. (min) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - .821 

Test No. 3 

5. 5--- 18. 3 (max.)· 9. 5-- 2. 3 (min. ) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - .778 

SAMPLE NO. 4

Test No. 1 

s.o--- 21.4 (max.) 9.5--- 1.0 (min.) 
Absorption Coefficient - - - - - - - .586 

Test No. 2 

5.0---- 7.5 (max.) 9.5---- .25 (mdln.) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - .522 

Test No. 3

s.o---· 2a.4 (max.) 9.5---- 1.a. (min.) 
Absorption ooettioient - - - - - - - .643 

SAMPLE NO. 5

Test No. 1 

6. 0--- 10. 2 (max. ) 10. OQ-- l. 8 (min.) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - .830 
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SERIES N02 5 (Cont.~ 

Test No. 2 (Sample No. 5) 

6.0---- i.5 {max.} 10.0---- 1.3 (min.)
Absorption coefficient - ·· - - - - - ~ - - • '189 

Test No. 3 

6.0......;- 22.0 (max.) 10.0--- 2.4 {min.) 
Absorption coefficient - ·- - - - - - - - • 739 

SAMPLE NO. 6

Test No. l 

5.5-- l.3.0 .(max.) 10.0-- l.5 (min).
· Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - - .756 

Test No. 2

5. 5--- 23. 5 (max. ) 10. 0--- 2. O (min).
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - - .699 

Test No. 3

&.o--- 1a.o (max.) 10.0---- 1.4 (min.)
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - - .674 

SUMMARY OF SERIES No. 5
100 M.A. 2225 vps. 
Test No. l 2 3 Av• Sabine 

Sample 1 .592 .586 • 561 .579 .66 

" 2· .50'1 .502 .522 .520 .52 
fl 3 .?89 .821 .778 .'196 .63. 
fl 4 .586 .522 .643 .583 .58 
ff 5 .830 .'189 .839 .812 .62 (.79 Ball 

• 6 .760 .699 .674 .709 .77 
Labs)

In this test the tone of the oscillator was very steadJ" and 

seemed ideally clear and free from overtones. Large minimum deflect-

ions were obtained and all indications are that this is the best con-

trolled set of observations that has been made. 
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It was thought that some oort of' cheok upon the action ot the 

testing circuit coUld be made by making a surface which should be ot 

a deiblite absorption coefficient. Accordingly', a dieo was turned out :trom 

a piece of bra.as about 1/4 inch thick. This was drilled w1th enough 

1/4 inch holes to equal: half or ·the surface, and placed in the tube 

backed up by 6 inches of loosely packed cotton; the wooden piston 

backing up the -whole. It has been commonly considered that ~ inches ot 

cotton constitutes perfect absorption. Accordingly' it was supposed 

that this would constitute a .600 absorbing aurf'aoe. The completed plug 

was first tested a.t a frequency of' 512 vps. 

TEST BO. l 

4-- 5.8 (max) 20.5-- .2 (min) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - .529 

TEST NO. 2

4---- 3.2 (max) 20.6---- .15 {min) 
Absorption ooetf io ient - - - - - ..; - - - • 577 

TEST NO. 3 

4--- 11.1 (max.) 21. o-- . 50 (min)
Absorption coefficient - - ~ - - - - - - .577 

TF.sT NO •. 4

4--- 5.8 (max.) 20.5-- .25 (min) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - .564 

Test No.· 3 was very steady- and would be taken as being as accurate 

as is possible to get as the speaker was set close to the tube andell 

deflections were easily readable. 

The same plug was then tested at a frequency of 2225 vpa. · 
TEST ~o. l 

4-- .6 (min.) a...-- .7.4 (max.)
Absorption coefficient - - - - - - - - - .689 
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!EST NO. 2 

a.5- 5.2 {max.). 4-- .45 (min.) 
Absorption coefficient - - - - ..;. - - • 703 

TEST NO. ·z. 
a.s--- 5.0 (max.) · 4--- .45 (min). 

Absorption coefficient~ - - - ~ - - ~710 

.The results show that there is some other effect than tine 

· reflection and absorption in the case of the higher frequencies. 

The results at 512 vps are near enough ,50% so that the variation 

rtB.Y be attributed to errors in ~illing out the surface -- that is 

the holes may have reamed out a.lightly thus ~ach one adding a little 

absorbing area more than the 1/4. inoh hole expected trom the drill 

and the cotton evidently is more absorbent at the higher frequencies. 
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GEME.HAL SUMMA.RY OF mstJI!rS 

· fllateriaJ.. 512 VJ;)S 1350 vPB 2225 vps
f R 1' R

1024 2048

sample 1 .312 .33 .41 .58 .58 

Sample 2 .427 .50 .66 .•68 .52 

Sample 3 .444-. .38 .65 .65 .79 

·Sample 4 .53 .59 .60 .68 .58 

Sample 5 .41 .40 .64 .46# .va 
Sample 6 .50 .70 .70 .74 .71 

...-.,,--,...JOIII> --
Column "Ttt gives values by tube method. 

Oolumn "R" gives values by reverberation methods. 

# the Bureau ot Standards gives this value as .62 while 

the average by Sabine several others is .532. 

.56 

.52 

.63 

.58 

.ea 

.77 
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V.ARIATIONS OF ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS 

WI:IH FREQUENCY OF SOUND 

The following graphs show the effect ot variation ot frequency 

upon the values found tor absorption coefficients together with ·a 

comparison of those values found by Sabine or else composite values 

obtained from resul. ts b7 Sabine• Knudsen. Watson, Bu. of standards

and data from. installations by the Celotex and J~hnsiManville Corpor-

ations. 
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OOUOLUSIONS 

l. 'xhe tube methOd 1a which the hot wire anemometer is used to 

measure sound absorption coefficients Will .give results that oheok 

-. favorably with those obtained by- the reverberation method men used 

under favorable conditions. That is, 11' the source ot sound gives 

a _pure note and the batteries usecl are in EJ)Od condition, thus malting 

for steady current conditions. 

2. .Great. variation trom reverbf:)ration values at the 1350 f;-equency. 

This is probably due to the· fact that at this frequency the oscillator 

note waa notioeabl.y impu:ra. There was one overt(?na ot .very high pi toh 

that persisted throughout. The exact effect -of these overtones upon 

the dof.leations of the galvanometer is impossible to prediot but they 

. would certainly' modify- the wave f'orm to some extent; and any modifi-

cation at all would introduce errors. 
•'

3. The "virtual reflecting surface" within a given material might be 

at a di!ferent depth for different frequencies. This must be true in 

those materials which show marked differences 1n absorption. coettic ients 

for different .frequencies~ . This is the case in many_ materials and so 

the overtones, being different frequencies, will originate different 

reflected waves 1'romditferent planes in the material so that.the whole 

wave system will have a more or less complicated phase relation when they 

combine out in the resonating tube.· In general the minimum :readings

will be made larger which would result in high calculated values o~ ab-

sorption coefficients. ·/u:J.y materill., however, that shows little change 1n 

absorption. coefficients with frequency changes shoUld give more comparab1Cf1: 

results by· the tm methods. This will be seen to be true to an appre-

ciable extent in comparing Sabines' results with the average in this test 
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in the' cases of samples 1. 2. and ,. 

4., The tube method demands a riote tree from overtones. 

5. ~e tube arrangement used in this test requires the minimum ot 

apparatus and is ver:r simple to adjust and use. 

6. Results obtained in this test indioate a much closer agreement be-

tween the tube and reverberation methods than that predicted by E.T.Paris' 

theoretical curve shown in Fig. l. 

'1. . Batter results Y10uld be obtained it the 'Whole set were in a room 

lined with sound absorbing material; especially at the higher frequencies 

tor w1 th them it was possible to note the formation of standing waves

in the room. 

a. An exact method or tuning the set to uniaoa, with a tunins fork is 

found.· 

9. Though the 'f>ube method oocasionall:r shows wide variatio:na from. 

results obtained by the reverberation methods yet the variation. is little 

greater in.most oases that rqay be found among users of the reverberation 

methods themselves. Fo~ instanoe, the results on Type B Aoousti-Oalotex 

obtained by Sabina, Watson, Knudsen and Bureau of Standards range from 

.•46 to .62 at 1024 vps. while Watson and Sabine differ by as much as 17"' 

on their'tests as reported in the bulletin "Less Noise -- Better Hearing." 

10. The beat source of sound tor this work would be en electrically 

driven t~ing fork tor each frequency. Sabine (i) tells ot trying a loud 

speaker unit as a source of sound in his reverberation chamber and, tho 

an extensive filter system was used, there was still trouble from avertones. 

He uses organ pipes as the sound source in his work. 

(l) J"our. Franklin Institute Mar. 1929. 
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ll. The principal a,uroe of error in taking reaclings is in reading 

the minimum deflection. 

12. The greatest source of error in the final resu+ts considering 

ever:, influence is probably the impure sound wave from the oscillator. 

Another tactor whiah should be considered is the position ot the 

resonator tube in the room in case a pronounced system ot standing 

- waves in the room was present. However, since the covering of the 

open end of the tube With cotton brings about no appreciable change 

in tin.al results the indication is that the formation of a standing 

' wave systan in the room has little effect. 

The writer desires to thank Dr. c. V. Kent and Dr. F. E. Kester 

tor their many valuable suggestions and general cooperation during this 

inveatige.tion. 
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